**Directions**

**Distances**
- **Distance to the airport**: 25.00 km
- **Distance to the train station**: 20.00 km
- **Distance to the city center**: 2.00 km
- **GPS coordinates**
  - **Latitude**: 52.25267
  - **Longitude**: 4.47373

**By car**

**From North (Haarlem/Amsterdam):**
Follow signs to the Autobahn-4/Amstelveen.
Proceed south on the A4 toward Leiden.
Bear right at the intersection with Nieuw Vennep and merge onto A44, toward Sassenheim/Leiden-West/Den Haag-Centrum.
Follow A44 for 7.8 km before taking Exit 3 (Noordwijkhout), and keep right.
At the end of the exit turn right at the traffic circle onto N208-Van Pauweldlaan toward Sassenheim-Centrum/Noordwijk.
Bear left slightly, then proceed through two roundabouts onto N443-Carolus Clusiuslaan.
Go straight on N443 for 4.5 km, crossing three roundabouts.
Proceed straight on the fourth roundabout and leave the N443 onto Langelaan.
Turn left to stay on Langelaan. After 300 meters, the hotel will be on the left.
From South (The Hague):
Proceed to Bermonderhuiseweg/N44 heading north. Follow for 8.8 kilometers. Continue onto A44 and follow for 8.5 kilometers. Take Exit 6 (Voorthout) toward Noordwijk. Turn left at Leidsevaart/N444. Follow for 4.6 kilometers, through three traffic circles. Turn right at Goeweg. At the traffic circle, take the third exit onto Langelaan. Turn left to stay on Langelaan. The hotel will be on your left.

From East (Utrecht):
Proceed to A12 toward The Hague (east). Follow signs for Amsterdam/A2 and exit onto A2 heading north. Follow for 27.2 kilometers. Take Exit 2 and merge onto A9 toward Amstelveen/Haarlem. Follow for 12.1 kilometers. Follow signs for Den Haag and merge onto A4/E19. After 14.2 kilometers, take a slight right onto A44/Sassenheim/Leiden West. Take Exit 3 (Noordwijkerhout) for N208 toward Sassenheim-Centrum/Noordwijk. At the traffic circle, turn right onto Van Pallandtlaan/N208 heading to Sassenheim/Lisse/Haarlem/Noordwijk. Proceed through one traffic circle. At the traffic circle, take the second exit onto Carolus Clusiuslaan/N443. Continue to follow through three traffic circles. Proceed onto Langelaan, turning left. The hotel will be on your left.

By train
From Leiden Centraal Station, board bus 40/44 and transfer to bus 90 in Noordwijk (direction Haarlem). A shuttle service (paid service) is also available between the hotel and the Sassenheim train station. Travelling time is approx. 20 minutes. Other tickets are not valid and this service is not available during public and summer holidays.

From Den Haag Central Station, board bus 90 to Nieuw-Vennep and get off at the “Langelaan”. You have reached the hotel.

From the airport
From Schiphol Amsterdam Airport, guests can board a train to Leiden Central Station (20 minutes). From Leiden you take bus 20 towards Noordwijk ZH and get off at the “Herenweg” stop. Then, transfer to bus 90 and get off at the “Langelaan” stop. You have reached the hotel.

For more information, please contact the hotel.